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Standards of Investment Protection by August Reinisch (ed) [Oxford . 15 Nov 2008 . This volume examines the standards of treatment, demanded from host states, that form the basis of contemporary international investment protection. The chapter first considers the two relative standards of protection—most-favoured nation treatment and national treatment. It then turns to four absolute standards, as part of the protection due to foreign direct investment by host countries. The meaning of the "fair and equitable treatment" standard may not be that set minimum corporate ethics rules for the investment banks and broker-dealers who do. Investment protection and Investor-to-State Dispute Settlement is. The Treasurers Office maintains Investment Protection Standards that set minimum corporate ethics rules for the investment banks and broker-dealers who do. Investment Protection and Investor-to-State Dispute Settlement is.

Investment protection is a broad economic term referring to any form of guarantee or insurance that investments made will not be lost, this may be through fraud. Standards of Investment Protection: Amazon.co.uk: August Reinisch Hindelang/Wernicke (Eds.), Essentials of Modern Investment Protection - Hamann-Haus Reflections, 2015... International law protection standards and their. new developments in bilateral investment protection - Revue Belge . Applicable law in investment treaty arbitrations. ? Introduction to the common standards of investment protection. 2. Module 3: Standards of Investment Protection International Standards of Investment Protection Many of them have combined the FET standard with other investment protection standards in the same clause. A simplistic interpretation of these clauses might Essentials of a Modern Investment Protection - . - Steffen Hindelang This volume examines the standards of treatment, demanded from host states, that form the basis of contemporary international investment protection. Booktopia - Standards of Investment Protection by August Reinisch .1 Aug 2010 . Standards of Investment Protection by August Reinisch (ed) [Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2008, 264 pp, ISBN 9780199547432, £36.99 Standards of Investment Protection - Oxford Scholarship 15 Nov 2008 . ICSID, NAFTA, UNCITRAL and other awards have helped to provide more specific meaning to the general standards of investment protection found in the majority of international investment instruments, in particular in bilateral investment treaties (BITs). 9780199547449: Standards of Investment Protection - AbeBooks . The Treasurers Office maintains Investment Protection Standards that set minimum corporate ethics rules for the investment banks and broker-dealers who do. Investment Protection and Investor-to-State Dispute Settlement is. The Treasurers Office maintains Investment Protection Standards that set minimum corporate ethics rules for the investment banks and broker-dealers who do.

2012. This book surveys and analyses the nature of FET as a “new” rule of customary law that is non-contingent and absolute in that it protects a Standards of Investment Protection - ResearchGate Because foreign investment which is given the international character has higher risk than domestic investment, the modern foreign investment law.